
enzymes deficiencies related to RBC metabolism 

reaction of enzyme

aim to produce ATP , so problems related to decrease in ATP

reaction aim to convert DHAP into GAP , so 
deficincy in it lead to:
 low ATP and DHAP effects 

reaction aims to convert G6P into F6P which are important step 
in glycolysis , so deficincy in it lead to low ATP and hemolysis , 
also increase production of G6P which lead to shunt into PPP ( 
pentose phosphate pathway ) and increase in PPP .

reaction aims to convert 1,3 BPG into 2,3 BPG .. so it is very 
important in rubobort leubiring shunt .
deficincy in it lead to decrase 2,3 BPG production 👉 high 
O2 affinity and low cellular oxygenation 

reaction aims to prduce 3-PG and continue in glycolytic pathway .
deficincy in it lead to accumulation of 1,3 DPG which 
activate Rabobort Leubering Shunt and increase in 2,3 
BPG 

intermediates & products

- no intermediates here , but you have to know that if 
ATP production decreased then hemolysis occur .
- these deficiencies caused by gene mutations 

- More than 180 gene mutations in had been reported to 
be associated with PK deficiency.
 - Most of these mutations (70%) are the missense 
mutants c.1456C→T(Arg486Trp), c.1529G→A 
(Arg510Gln), c.994G→A (Gly332Ser), and the 
nonsense mutant c.721G→T (Glu241stop).

✅ high levels of dihydroxyacetone 
phosphate ( DHAP )

❌  relatively minute decrease of ATP.

With the effect of hexokinase inhibition, ATP, D23PG 
and GSH regeneration decreases.

GSH = reduced glutathion 
decrease in it = high oxidstive stress = ⬆ hemolysis 

✅ ATP, FDP, triose phosphates, P3G, 
P2G, PEP are enhanced.

❌ ADP, D23PG, F6P, G6P are 
diminished.

✅ significant accumulation of D23PG

❌ decreased concentration of ATP

symptoms & clinical picture / slides 

Pyruvate kinase deficiency

Triose phosphate isomerase deficiency

Phosphoglucose isomerase deficiency

Diphosphoglycerate mutase deficiency

Phosphoglycerate kinase deficiency

 


